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\tion Program
Portfolio...What Do I Need?
The portfolio is a binder containing five categories that 
you fill with your best work. The recommendations listed 
in the chart are the ones which are needed in order to 
receive the best possible score. Here are a few tips:
* Start collecting items for your portfolio as soon as you 
begin your college program. It is never too soon to begin 
your portfolio.
* You can use artwork, or videotapes.
* Web pages are also acceptable.
* For the Literacy part of the portfolio, don't put in a clean 
copy of the work you are presenting. It is desirable to have 
the one marked up by the professor, with the professor's 
comments and little red marks all over it.
* Documentaion is key! If you are good at something, 
prove it with documentaion. The power is in the docu
ment.
* If your portfolio is not accepted the first time, you will be able to revise it.
* Each section should be clearly marked and all documents clearly labeled. Each section should
include a short essay explaining the contents of that section and how the contents satisfy the 
section. , _ , \ «
* Electronic Portfolio is an alternative.
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The Five Parts of the Portfolio
1. Scholarly and Creative Achievment
2. Professionalism, personal attributes, and 

special talents
3. Literacy
4. Interests, work with children and adoles

cents
5. Experience with Diversity


